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X-Ray images produced by the LODOX StatScan machine contain a non-linear distortion in 
the direction of the beam width. This thesis presents a software based method for correcting 
this distortion by combining the data from multiple scans of the patient at different angles. 
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Synopsis 
This thesis presents a background and description of a method of distortion correction in x-ray 
images produced by the LODOX StatScan machine. 
The distortion correction of an object's x-ray image is of particular interest in the medical field, 
particularly for prosthetics, implants, and orthopedic work. 
It is useful to be able to take accurate measurements directly from x-ray images and that these 
images should be obtained with a minimum of patient discomfort and exposure to radiation. 
Current x-ray images contain a non-linear distortion that must be corrected for by hand. This 
distortion is a result of the imaging process: X-rays from a point source spread out before being 
captured by a detection device such as a photographic plate or an electronic CCD sensor. 
Because of this, objects closer to the center of the detector suffer less distortion than those at 
the edges and makes the correction process a non-trivial task traditionally requiring multiple 
scans to be taken and stitched together manually to minimize the distortion. 
The method of distortion correction presented here is a novel approach to the problem using the 
LODOX StatScan machine. It uses multiple scans from the StatScan Machine to create a single 
completely distortion free image entirely automatically. This is a software based correction 
method. 
It takes multiple fan beam x-ray projections and uses them to create a single virtual parallel 
beam x-ray image suitable for making accurate measurements with. 
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1 Introduction 
In this chapter some background and introductory material is discussed. The scope of the 
problem is defined and the layout of this thesis is presented. 
1.1 Background 
X-rays were discovered by Rontgen in 1895 (Ball and Moore [1992], Wilks [1981]). They 
are a stream of high energy photons that pass through low density substances but are absorbed 
by higher density substances. Since their discovery, x-rays have become an invaluable tool 
in many professions. They have applications in non-destructive testing, astronomy, as well as 
medical imaging (Loats and Holcomb [1989]). 
A medical x-ray image is formed by exposing a patient to an x-ray source and allowing the 
x-rays to pass through the patients body. They are attenuated according to the density of the 
structures they pass through. They then illuminate a photographic film or a scintillator (which 
converts x-rays into visible light which can then be seen by a digital camera). X-rays are used 
by surgeons and radiologists for preoperative planning and the non-invasive measurement of 
internal features. 
Orthopedic surgeons find x-ray images useful for the diagnosis of bone fractures and in the 
design of prosthetic implants. The planning measurements are taken directly from the patients 
x-ray images. However, these images contain a distortion that is a result of the imaging process. 
This distortion occurs because of the geometric shape of the x-ray beam which passes through 
the patient and onto the photographic plate (Kak and Slaney [1988]). 
If we compare the amount of x-rays reaching a detector for both parallel and fan beam geome-
tries (Figure 1), we can see how the parallel beam x-ray would result in a accurate representa-
tion of the object with sharp edges. The fan beam x-ray image would have blurred edges due to 
some x-rays only passing through part of the object before striking the detector. This distortion 
is discussed further in Chapter 3. 
There is a need for distortion free x-ray images so that pre-operative measurements can be 
made efficiently with minimum discomfort to the patient. While procedures do exist to remove 
the distortion from traditional x-ray images, it remains a non-trivial task. 
We can see in Figure 2 one such method using a lead ruler placed alongside the area of interest. 
Using the known measurements from the ruler a scaling factor can be calculated and other 
measurements inferred. However, because traditional x-rays use either a fan or cone beam 
geometry, the areas towards the edge of the scan are distorted more than those closer to the 
centre. All such images suffer from a non-linear distortion that is difficult to correct for using 
current methods. 
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Figure 1: Comparing the exposure of paralkl beam and fun ocam x-rays passing tluuugh equiv-
aiel\! objects. 
Figure 2: X-rJy image wilh kad ruler for sc~ l e. (Colors inverted) 
1.2 Method for distortion correction 
TIlis thesis presents a melhOtl or removIng the uiSlortiorl from lraditional x-ray Images by u,ing 
the information from multiple scun, ot the patienl and makes use of ,on", clements of x-ray 
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tomography. An introdllction to .,-ray tOln<>graph~ is givclI in Cil~pter 2. 
Figure 3: The LOOOX StatScan machine. 
The St~tSc~n machine consi<,t, or a .\-my d~tcctor and source mounted on opposit~ ,ide, of a 
c-arm. Thi, c-ann can rot.ale and move linearly to <,can a patient. The x-ray ,ource produce, a 
collim~ted ran bemn of x-ray,. Thi, mC.1ns lh~t image, prodllced arc ".,;curate in the scanning 
direclion but di,tortcd in the hcmll wldth direclion. 
Using the Stat Scan machine, multiple images of an object are ocquir~d at different angles. 
The inronnalion from tlkw fun beum x-r~y, is then ~omhined 10 produ<:e ~ single undistorted 
imug~ . Thi, computed im~g~ is wilJt woulu h ~ve been 'een hau the x-r~y heen m~de using 
pur~llcl heam x-ray'. 
o-.Iecl"," 
Figure 4: ]'I.ll1iti pie overlaid fan beam x -ray, with ray' perpendicular to the detector high ligilled. 
An easy way 10 consider the combining or infonnmion rrorn the ran beam im~ges 10 th~ ,ingle 
virtual pmall~l he.1m image i, to im~gine ~electing the ' mo~t parallel ' inrorm~lion rrom each 
fan heam imug~. If we irnugme lhut the dd~etor" li~ed and the <,ouree is rotating "ixJVe it. then 
,, ~ ~an »ee (Figur~ 4 ) how in ~och S~.1n ,00OC or the r~n he~m ~-ray~ mu,t <,lrike the detector 
~I OO' . If we Sd~d lhi, informalion rrom surlicient .<,~ans (ben we will know enollgh to create 
a single image compm.cd entirely or parallel x-ray data. 
TIk m~(hod presented Ikr~ is diseus,~d in mor~ ueluil in Chapt~r4. 
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The method for distortion correction presented in this thesis is specific to the StatScan machine. 
While the distortion present in the images does not pose a problem for the normal operation 
(when used for trauma analysis) of the machine, it was agreed that there was a definite advan-
tage to be gained in increasing its utility and range of application. 
Previous projects have demonstrated the possibility of using the StatScan machine for com-
puted tomography (de Villiers [2003, 2000b,a, 1999b], Starke and de Jager [1998], Shand et al. 
l1998]). However due to its design the c-arm holding the detector and source cannot rotate more 
than 900 ,while at least 1800 worth of scans are required for a good CT slice reconstruction. 
While the subject can be rotated and the extra angular range of scans acquired, the machine is 
not well suited for the task. The StatScan machine is further discussed in Chapter 3. 
The distortion correction method presented here requires very few scans and is well suited for 
use with the StatScan machine's current mode of operation. 
1.3 Problem Definition 
Conventional x-ray machines tend to have one of two different beam geometries: 
• A point x-ray source radiating in a cone beam towards a photographic element 
• A point x-ray source radiating in a collimated fan beam towards a photographic element. 
The diverging nature of the x-ray beams introduces a non-linear magnification distortion into 
the final x-ray image. This distortion makes taking accurate measurements directly from the 
x-ray images a non-trivial task. It requires manual1y obtaining an approximate magnification 
correction factor which can be used to make accurate measurements from the image. 
Prosthetic implants (amongst other procedures) would benefit from a geometrical1y correct 
image from which direct measurements could be made. 
Current planning procedures make use of conventional x-ray images or CT scans. The conven-
tional x-ray images require long manual correction procedures and the CT scans are expensive 
and claustrophobic (although they do not have distortion or magnification errors). 
An automatic distortion correction procedure is needed to create geometrically correct images 
from which direct measurements can be made. 
1.4 Objectives 
This thesis is based on work done using the LODOX StatScan Critical Imaging System. Its 
premise was the idea of adding value to the existing machine by creating a method to remove 
the distortion found in its images. This method was to be implemented in software. 
13 
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A distortion correction method that used the strengths of the LODOX StatScan machine was to 
be created. This would be evaluated for accuracy as well as ease of use. 
After initial research an approach for distortion correction was decided upon. The most promis-
ing approach involved a system that would take information from multiple fan beam scans, 
taken at different angles, and combine them into a single undistorted image. This was to be 
investigated for suitability for use in creating distortion free images. The effectiveness of the 
method was to to be judged by its accuracy, speed of processing as well as data collection and 
usefulness. 
1.5 Results 
A working software solution was developed according to the outlined objectives. This sys-
tem took as input x-ray images produced by the StatScan machine and produced as output 
undistorted x-ray images suitable for diagnosis. Using the information from multiple fan beam 
x-rays taken at different angles of rotation (similar to a CT procedure) a single undistorted 
parallel beam x-ray image is produced. 
Compared to the original StatScan x-rays, this processed image is geometrically accurate in the 
beam width as well as in the scanning direction. This was shown through taking measurements 
from StatScan x-ray images of calibrated metal blocks and comparing them to measurements 
taken from images with the geometric distortion removed. 
While the image processing was initially slow, the working speed was improved dramatically 
during the course of this study thanks to improved techniques and more streamlined computer 
algorithms. The end result was a system that could, once x-ray data had been acquired, au-
tomatically calibrate the images and process them. While the processing time was influenced 
by both the resolution of the images and the area to be reconstructed, this was in the order of 
minutes rather than hours. 
While the system was shown to work well on a study performed on a cadaver as well as ref-
erence objects, problems were experienced in the imaging of a live patient. This was due to 
movement by the patient during the x-ray process. The difficulty lies in the time that it takes to 
acquire the needed number of scans for the correction procedure. 
A full body x-rayon the StatScan machine takes approximately 13 seconds, with any scan of a 
reduced portion of the body taking proportionately less time. Then the C-arm has to be rotated 
to the next angle and realigned horizontally over the patient before the next scan can be taken. 
Combined these steps can mean that acquiring a full data set for reconstruction can take up to 
10 minutes. 
Although the patients movements may be small and not noticeable on individual scans, they 
cause shearing errors in the final reconstructed image. This is especially due to any rotation of 
14 
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areas under observation that may have occurred. Individual scans are vertically and horizontally 
aligned relative to each other but the method cannot compensate for rotational movement of the 
area under study. This would require a set of markers to be placed on the patient that could be 
used to estimate the subjects angle in every scan and correct for that movement. This was not 
available during this study. 
This means that while this method is applicable to image areas that can be suitably immobilised 
it is not capable of handling areas with constant motion. It cannot be used to produce distortion 
corrected images of organs or the chest area. 
1.6 Thesis Layout 
The information in this thesis is presented with the following structure: 
• In Chapter 2 a background to computed tomography is given that will form the basis for 
the final distortion correction implementation. 
• In Chapter 3 the problem of x-ray distortion is discussed as well as the specific distortion 
problems associated with the LODOX StatScan machine. 
• In Chapter 4 the method of correcting for the distortion present in an image taken from 
the StatScan machine is presented. 
• In Chapter 5 a method to reduce the required number of scans needed for a distortion 
corrected image is introduced. 
• In Chapter 6 the implementation of the distortion correction method is discussed. 
• In Chapter 7 some results from the use of this distortion correction method are shown. 
These include calibrated studies showing the accuracy of the new method as well as its 
application to a live patient study. 
• Finally the thesis ends with conclusions and recommendations for further work. 
15 
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2 Tomography 
In this chapter a brief summary of computed x-ray tomography is presented. Its application and 
benefits in the field of medical imaging are also discussed. 
2.1 X-Ray Tomography Background 
Traditional x-rays cannot show the three-dimensional shape and depth of a region. They col-
lapse a three-dimensional structure into two dimensions, possibly obscuring features and in-
juries. To investigate the original structure, x-ray tomography is needed. 
X-ray tomography is the reconstruction of an objects interior density distribution from its pro-
jections (Natterer [1986], Kak and Slaney [1988], Bracewell [1995)). The projections are the 
x-ray images of the object taken from many different angles. The problem of mathematically 
reconstructing a function from its projections was solved by Radon in 1917 (Helgason [1980)). 
This non-invasive technique allows for a cross-sectional view of the patient to be obtained. 
This depicts the shape and location of internal structures with great accuracy removing the 
ambiguity present in traditional x-ray images. 
It has been shown that the StatScan machine is capable of being used to perform x-ray tomog-
raphy. The x-ray source and detector pair are mounted on a mechanical c-arm which can be 
rotated and moved over the patient. In this wayan x-ray image of the patient at any angle can 
be achieved. The x-ray source emits a collimated fan-beam x-ray which is detected by a bank 
of scintillator arrays which are optically coupled to charged coupled devices (CCO's) on the 
opposite side of the c-arm. The c-arm can rotate from 0 to 90 and travels along the length of 
the table while taking an x-ray image. 
Projection data that covers a full 180-degree range viewing angle is required to produce high-
resolution tomographic reconstructions. Exposure of the patient to radiation should be min-
imized to prevent damage to tissues. Taking a complete set of projections may also be time 
consuming and require a large amount of resources. 
Sometimes it may be impossible to obtain projections over the full 180-degree range. Or, 
due to the density distribution of internal features, some projections may be greatly attenuated 
resulting in poor signal-to-noise ratios for that angular range. These factors encourage the use 
of local, sparse angle, and limited angle tomography (Tam and Perez-Mendez [1981], Tam 
et al. [1990)). 
Local Tomography This is the reconstruction of a region of interest from projections for 
which there is only data on the region of interest and its neighborhood. Through this, 
significant reductions in exposure can be made with negligible distortion 
16 
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Sparse Angle Tomography This is when a tomographic reconstruction is made from a small 
number of projections that still cover the full l80-degree range. However classical recon-
struction techniques yield low resolution images with streak pattern artifacts that increase 
in severity as the number of projections is restricted. 
Limited Angle Tomography This is where the angular range for projections is restricted. No 
longer are projections taken over the full l80-degree range. Classical reconstruction tech-
niques result in distorted images that lack edge information at angles for which projection 
data is missing. However this is the technique best suited for use with the StatScan ma-
chine due to only being able to take 900 worth of scans before having to rotate the subject. 
2.2 Radon Transform 
The Radon Transform, for two and three dimensions (where a function is integrated over 
planes), was introduced in a paper by Johann Radon (1887-1956). We will only consider the 
two-dimensional case. 
An x-ray beam passing through an object suffers attenuation according to the density of material 
that it interacts with. If the object being scanned is defined as a two dimensional function 
f (x, y), then we can consider an x -ray passing through that object as the line integral of that 
function along the straight path of the x-ray. This then represents the total attenuation of the 
x-ray beam along that path (Kak and Slaney [1988]). 
Figure 5: Parallel beam projection of an object at angle e 
As can be seen in figure 5, we can express an x-ray beam passing through an object as a line 
with equation, 
x cos e + y sin e = t, (1) 
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which can be derived from the equation for a line y = mx + c with 
1 
m=---
tane 
(2) 
and 
t 
C=--. 
sine 
(3) 
The value of the projection at Pe (t) is the line integral of f (x, y) along this line such that 
Pe (t) = r f (x, y) ds . 
J(e,t)linc 
(4) 
Using a delta function, this can be rewritten as 
Pe (t) = 1: 1: f (x, y) b (x cos e + y sin e - t) dx dy . (5) 
This then is the Radon transform of the function f (x, y) which is the mathematical represen-
tation of the x-ray imaging process where a projection is formed by combining a set of line 
integrals. These equations are for the parallel beam case. 
2.3 Sinograms 
When the Radon transform is performed a set of projection data is generated. This projection 
data can be combined with t forming one axis and e forming the other. This collection of 
transform data is often called a sino gram because the Radon transform of a single point is the 
characteristic graph of a sine wave. 
Any pixel in the original data that is offset from the origin of the image (center) will form a 
sine wave in the transformed data. 
The equation of this sine wave is 
t = a sin( e + b) , (6) 
where a is the distance of the pixel from the center of rotation of the image (usually the image 
center) and b is the radial offset of the pixel relative to the center of rotation. 
Thus the collected Radon transforms of an object at various angles e appears as a number of 
blurred sine waves with different amplitudes and phases. 
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In) Single pa~1 Jmage 
(b) 11.0001\ trnn,from "f a point 
Figure 6: R,ldon transfonn of a single pixel image showing sine wave dmr,lcteristics 
2.4 Thc . 'ouricr Slicc Thcorcm 
The Fourier Slice Theorem dctine~ the rclat ion,hip betwcen the l'ourier Transform of thc (wo 
dimension,11 slice f (x , y) and (he projec(ion data p" (t) . It Slate,: 
"The Fouricr Translimna(ion or a parallel projec(i()n or an imagc. (akcn a( angle 
O. £ivcs a ,licc of the two-dimensional Fouricr Tran,loflll F (11 , uj, ,u[)(cnding an 
angle (J with the u-axis." 
Or> the Fourier tmn~,fofln of p" (t) gives the valucs of F (tI, v) alon£ thc line shown in the 
frequcncy domuin. 
From this we C,ln sec th,l l the Fourier Transfonn, of the projection; of slice data can be u,ed 
t() rcc()n,(ruc( (he complete lwo dimensional Fourier trun'form. Then. it would be possible lo 
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(a) Origin,LJ polygon 
! 
! 
; 
! 
(h) R.d"., Tr.",rorm of Poly goo 
Fi~urc 7' The Radon Tran~j'.".matioll of an arbitrary polygon 
""" ,,-, 
Figure 8: III USlfution "I' th" FOllri~T Slic~ Th~()r"m. 
si mply perform tho: inverse Fourier transform to recover the original slice data (Sezan and Swrk 
lI984]). 
However an inlill llC nurnber or Ihesc proj cellon .. would he rc'llllrl'd lor a perfect rc'Co,",lnlc!io[l 
of Ihe FOllri~r Irun~fonn of f (r,y). In pr.l<;\ice a limIted numl:>er of projections allows for lhl' 
reconslruc!ioll or the 2D Fourier T r.ln,rmm ulong rudial Ii rkS of th" ~ame orienta!;"" of each 
projeclion (Figure 9). 
From Ihis we can ulso see why atlca;,l 1800 of projeclion dulu i~ needed for an accuratl' tomo-
graphic rccollstructioll "j Ihe object. Wi lh..->ul al least 180" of data Ihc'TC will he large gaps in the 
frequency domain whieh wi lllJltroduee ermrs imo the tinal reconstruction should we iX'lfonn 
the inverse trallsform Wilh ilk:m present. 
We can also see thm ~moothjng or tillerin!! coulll be performed 10 allow for sparse angle IOmog-
raphy to reconstruct tile original slice data. Having the full H;(Y of projection data a hlter can 
iJ., arr lied to weight the Impact of the Inrormatlon in the rrequency domJin. The tiller would 
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Figure 9: Pmjeclions of a limit~d number of ~ngles gives an estimate of the 2D Fourier Tmns-
form oflhe fU!lI;lion f (x,y}along radial lines, 
reduce the ~tf~cl of th~ d~ns.dy ~lustered low fre'luency informatiun and allow rel~tively 1l10re 
high fre'luen<.,)' dala lo he u,ed in Ihe rewnstruction. In practice a ramp filter c~n b..- u,ed 
(Figure II) 
2.5 .'iltered Hack Projection 
Filtered Bad Projection i, a simple and emdent w~)' 10 recover Ihe urigill~1 ,lice dm~ f (x, y) 
from the pmjc~tion data "0 (tl. It is the method mosl <:ommonly used fur cummercial scanning 
e'lu ipmenl. Fur every ~ngle 0 the radon tran ,{orm d~t~ is reproj,-cted across the uriginal image 
,pace at ius curn:,ponding ~ngJe. The original object i, r"created lhmugh the conslrtlctive 
o\"erlay of multiple proj,-ction data. 
J JIl" ~~:  
, , 
, 
Pcoj"'tion - 1---,,,:;1---,,--+ 
Figure W: A block recreated frum lH. projection data using back projection showing lypical 
streaking artifacts, 
It also produces ,treaking in the image known a, star artifacts. The more proj~diOfl ovcrlnys 
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thm arc u,ed. the hctter the back projcded image becomc,. Filtcriug of the projection data can 
bo: u,...,d to rel'OOVC th..., .'tar unif"ct> from In..., IinJI im~g..." 
Filtering i~ performed hy w...,ighling Ih..., Fouri...,rlransform of the proj...,clion data in the f r<'(ll""ncy 
domain. Thi, lillning hclp~ to diminale the low frequency interkrence visible a.< Sl<lf artifacts 
in th..., reconstructed image, OrK" tiller Ihat can be u,ed i, an idealised ramp lilla. 
",.j 
"~ 
."" 
FIgure II: Id...,al ramp filtn in Ih..., frequ...,ncy domain, 
Ml~tiplication io Ihe frequcncy domain i~ equivalent to convoluliou in the ,patial domain. mak-
Ing this fa.~t and simple to implement. I" unler «lad<.! each pmjection'~ co"trihution to lhc final 
reconstruction. each projection i, ,meafCd acro~, the originalll'Oagc ,pace. 
riJ'01'oJ Projection 
l'igufC 12: Each point of projcdion data is ~mcafCd acro,~ Lhc imagc ~I'ace to add it~ contrihlt-
toon to the linal recon,tructio". 
Thu~, for each angle 0 the valu..., of t fO<' all poinls in Ihe projeClion ar..., hack pruject...,d along the 
original ,ummation line~. The filtered back projection contrihUle~ Ihe ,arne ,'alue of 110 each 
(~;. !J) pi xel along the line. The hack project ion recn:ate~ Ihe 0riginal ohject "i" Ihe constnlCli"e 
addition of ,uc"e,~ive overlays of projecti on data. 
We can also sec h()w thc ~ ual ity or the tinal fCC' ,n,truci ion is i nft uenced hy (he number of ,cans 
u>cd in the rtton,u1JCtion, As the number of scan, i, reduced the image hccornc~ blurry and 
fine dctails arc lost. [I' we remcmocr the Fourier sl ice theorcH] we can see how having fewer 
>C;IIl~ means ha\ ing kss fr<'(I IJCnCY dom<lin dat<l ,lIld especially relmively less high frequency 
data. W<: ~re (hus trying to approximat..., an inverse 21) Fouri~r tr;msform with sub sampl~d data. 
AI~o notice the SI;;r artifact, thaI ~rc common with Ihi> typ<: of reconstruction. Thes.: are the 
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o"~-r the same ~l1gul~r r~nge 
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We ,~n ~lw ~c Ihe rc;; ul l~ ,~f trying tf) r~C(ln<trucl tn.: nr igill:J.J phantom with !lean, ov~r a 
~malkT ans ular l'anse. The re~nl\'Iru.: l in ~ i< di'L ..>rt~U ~s w~ an: missing (Oil mu;;h ;n fon"~L i,," 
to perform a pmper reCl1n, m lCli"fl. 
Fi!1urc 15: R ~~'tlJl i>l rucli041IJf l"iginJJ ocad phantom using scans from 0' LO ~)()' . 
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3 X-ray Distortion 
[n this chapter the general problem of x-r~y di~IOttion i, di~u,scd as well a, the specific prob-
lems as.\.ocimcd with the LODOX StatScan machine, 
3.1 X-Ra)' Distortion 
Traditional x-ray images contain a distoniOfl introduced by the geometri<: shape or the of the 
beam of x-rays that passes tllrotlf!h the patient before being captured by ,ome suitable photo-
f!raphic device, This makes accllrale measurement from the x-rays difficult. While there ~re 
procedures to remove this distortion, il remain, a non-trivial task, 
The ino,t common ,;h~r(''' of x-rJy he~m, are; a cone or x-r~y.~ radiatmg from a point souree, 
or a collimated fan-beam r<ldiating from a point sour~e (seen .n ligur~ 11l). In Ihe ~~,e of the 
cone-beam, the final imaf!e will cont~in nOll-linear distonion, in multiple a~e~ rJdialing fmm 
thc center of the image. In the case of the fan be~m, the image wiil only ~Ofltain ~ di"tonion in 
the direction of Ihe beam width. bill nOI in the >canning direction of the x-r~y image. 
Figure J 6: COfle and Fan heam geonlt;!lrie, 
1 ntemal f ealure, will afJPt'ar di >i.llrled depending 0/\ their depth and horizontal position relative 
to the x-ray .>ll m,!;! and dcle<;tnr due tn the di,~rgcnce nfthc x-ray lx:ams. Object> near to the 
center or the 'prt;!ad of the bcam, will bc less distnr1ed than thmc ncar tllC edges where the 
be~m srre~d is greate,t (,ca ting !;!TTllr). Some internal fealures might appear to he shifted /ium 
their true position,; ba,ed on the angle of the incident x _m)'" (positional erwr), 
As can be seen in figure 17. nearer to the center of the 'pread of x-my, Ihe ohject will appear 
Ie,;, w"tched than tow~rd~ the edg!;! of the fan beam du!;! tn Increasing beam divcrgcnce, In 
addition to thi" IIllle the two struclurt;!, OIl the left hand ,ide of the nhjccL l1JC fan x-ray beam 
pas,e, through hoth of the", »truel ureS hef nre reaching tlle detector. Therefore the>e structures 
Will appear to he on tor ofea<:h otha in the tinal .mage, creating a position~l error, 
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X .... ay source X_r~y sourc" 
• 
D<ltcctor Oetector 
Figure 17: Di,to11ion frolll be,llll spre<ld 
Thi, is in contrast to the parallel beam example shown wheft' both the !«;ak am! relalive po-
silions of the ohj.,.'t"s imernal feature, arc preserved, Thu> we ~an sec th;lt ;In x-r;ly linage 
produ<;cd from a parallel hemn source would be Ideal for the purposes of measuft'ment, "''1uir-
ing no !«;ak corredioa 
Figure 18: Origin;ll fan b.:;i/ll x-ray with po<.itional error of bones highlighted, 
We can abo see this in a re,ll world example. Here in Figu", III we can ,cc how the two 
highlighted bone, ,IPpear to be behind e<lch other. 
However. once we correct for the distOIlion pre,;en! in the image due to the "pread of the fan 
be,llll we can see (Figure 19) thallhose two oones arc not actually directly Ilehind ell<.'h other, 
Also note how the knee,; in the new image appear Ie,s stretched horizontally once the >pread of 
the f;ln Ileam x-rays are rerrKwed. 
In figure 20 we can .'.ee th,lt if the obj""t IS t(~l do,'e to the ~-ra)' souree not all of it will be 
imaged, a~ it will fall outside of the f;ln b<:;llll of x-m)'" The closer it is to the x-ray source the 
b""atcr th~ Jll;lgJllf(~;lti' '" error wi II be due to the beams di\'ergence. 
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Figure 19: COlT~eled x·ray image with Iru~ po~ilion OfilO[lCS highlighted. 
X·r~y $OurcQ X.ray source 
Delec10r 
Figure 20: Distortion from height fClativ~ to dd~ctor 
3.2 Currerting Fur Disturtiun 
Th~", is a 'ICed for di.,lorlion free x·ray images Ihal would all"w i'lterual dimensions to he 
mca.\UR'<.l accuralCly. lurre"l proc~dure, nlll)' c"mjlCnsat~ fi)r ,ealing emlfS a[ld not po:;ition· 
i ng em)!"' of inlernal f ealure,. 
llw current proc~'<.lure of Wking Ilk)a'urcmenl, from an ~·ray image involv~s placing a lead 
ruler ncar Ihe area "r i"lere,t (sec" III tigure 2'1). This ruler must I:>c as close to the area of 
interesl a, pos,ihle so a, 10 he ,illlilarly di~lorted in the tillal x-ray image, This mler i, lhen 
used to calculate the nmgniticmion factor of Ihe image, I>leasureme"I:; are multiplied by the 
magnification factor 10 ~ttempt 1<.' conect fol' the sc~lillg di~ton ,on \1 arkgra~ff [2IXl31_ 
How~"er this method as>UnleS distorlion line~rily ~Iong Ihe length of the ruler. A, lh~ ruler 
moves furlher from the center of lhe 'pread of the x-ray I:>cam il will suffer from the ,allle 
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Figure 2 I: Composite of three x-ray im~ges ~ligned using lead rul~r 
increa~ing distortion thaI the re~t of tbe image suffers fmm. In addition. if the ruler is not al tm, 
sam" level and ori~ntal ion as th" featu,", to "" Iloea~ured, furlher errors are introduced due to the 
di"~rging nalu,", of the ~-ray beanlS ("g_ an IJIcorren magnitication factor would be calculated J. 
Currcnt workarounds include trying to keep the are ~ of interest under the "enler or the x-ray 
beams (where the divergence is small), This involves taking multiple scans with th~ obj"ct 
of intcreM at dillcrent hnrizontal po~itiOll~ , These arc then joined together to lfy to minimize 
lhe ov"rall distortion pres"nL This can be secn in Figure 21 where multiple images have ocen 
join"d to creat" a composil", 
Figure 22- X-ray di:,torlion in bnlh a standanJ con-beam x-my and a composile image designed 
to minimi"" distorlion 
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However this does not eliminate the problem, it only minimizes it. It also introduces multiple 
areas of non-linear distortion into the final composite image. There is also no correction for the 
non-linear distortion of the Y-axis of the image (assuming these images came from a cone beam 
source). Additionally there is the problem of alignment of the multiple images and possible 
different exposures between images. It would be better if the entire area could be imaged at the 
same time to minimise these problems. 
X-rays at source 
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X-rays at detector 
Figure 23: X-ray grate filtering out non-parallel x-ray beams. 
An alternate method for correcting for the distortion in the images would be to take the x-ray 
using parallel beam x-rays. However this is difficult as the x-rays will always tend to radiate 
out uniformly from the x-ray source. One can select for the 'most parallel' rays using a grate. 
However while this results in parallel rays (Figure 23 ) there is a large loss of x-ray power 
which leads to a loss of resolution in the final image. 
With the StatScan machine, the image produced will be geometrically correct in the scanning 
direction but distorted in the direction of the fan beam spread (perpendicular to scanning direc-
tion). Thus there is only one axis of distortion that needs to be corrected. To allow for accurate 
measurements to be taken, it would be best if the images produced by the StatScan machine's 
fan beam x-ray could be converted into the equivalent image that would have been produced 
by parallel beam x-rays. A parallel beam image would show the accurate scaling and position 
of the internal features of objects. 
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3.3 The LODOX StatScan Machine 
The )I.-ray images for this tt..::,is WCTC taken u,i ng the LODOX (low-dosage x-my) StatScan ex-
pocrimenlal :.<:anncr at CJToote-Schuur hmpit~L TIle StaIS(:an ma<:hine is a digital )I.-ray SCanner 
(:arablc of full [><xl)' unaging of a paticnt wilhin 11 se(XlTld,. It: was onginally devc1ol""d by 
D~be)l., Soulh Afrk~_ f,,.- detecting diamond smuggling amongst min~ w(,.-kcrs. The In'hnol-
og)' wa:. ml~pled for us~ in the trauma uni!> of ho:.pi(ah for (t.;, quick asse:,STilent of inlem~1 
injuri~s of pmiems. An example of one of their machines is s~en in figure 24. One of the TIl~jor 
benefits of the StatScan machinc. to both patients and doctors_ is the extremely low radiation 
dose used in acquiring an image. 
Figucc 24: LOOOX StatScan Machin~ 
The SWtSc~n mm:hine im~ge> objects of in(er~st by me~n, of ~n x-r~y tube and dele(:lor 
mOllnted OIl opposite sides of a mechanical c-arm. The x-ray SOl.ll'ce produces a collimated 
fan shaped beam of x-mys as seen III figlll'e 25. This" in contra,t to tbe cone beam emissions 
of conventional x-ray uniL" 
These x-rays ure det~ct~d, ~l the other end of lhe c-~rm> by a b~nk of :.dntill~tor ~rr~ys, These 
convert (he x-rJy> into vi:.ihie light. These ~re in tum optically coupled to ch~rg~d coupkd 
devi<:es (CClYs) whkh conv~rt the visible lighl into digiwl informmion, The CCI)"s are 60um 
and (when the StatScan collimator is fully open) provide a maximum of 5800 elements along 
along the detector bank. Spatial resolution is selectahle from 1.6 to 4.1 line pai" per millimeter 
depending on the binning rate of the detcctor. The detcctor record, 14 bit, of gra )'-scalc color 
information. 
To pl'oUuce an x-ray image the c-anll ;s moved lincarly over the object of ;mere,t (Y-an,) with 
the fan beam of x ora)', perpcndicul aT to the direction of motion (X -axis) a, .<;cen Ln Ii g"Te 26. 
"Ihe c-aml can oc n~ated arOlind the obj~d of inlCTC:.l (0 produ<:e x-rJy image:. ~l dilTeccnl 
angles (Irom OOto (jO' ). This provides AP. obhque and laleral imaging. It cannot rOlate al\(I takc 
an x-ray at tile ,arne ti lUe h!.,wcver. It TIl"'1 I,r,[ be rotational I)' POSt tioncd and then 3 I inear ",an 
can he taken. 
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Figure 25: CollimJlCU fJn beam of x-ray' 
Figure 26: StatScan machine showing principic axcs of operation 
X-my images rm(]u~ed by the SlalScan machine eonlJin a non-linear distortion in the dircction 
of the spread of lh.:: fan beam of x-ray' (Ih.:: X-ax;,). How(:V.::r the inlJge, arc xeurate in 
Ihe scanning direction of the e-arm (the Y-axis). Thus in terms of the problem of prooucing 
Jceurale images [rom the StatScan scans. Ihere is only onc Jxis of di,wrtion to be corrected. 
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4 Distortion Correction Processing 
[n this chilpler the process of taking raw ,mages acquired fmm the StatScan machine and cor· 
rection tiJr their geor~tri<; distortion i, discussed. 
4.1 StatScan Image Acquisition and Geometry Correction 
This scction shows the process behind how the imilges wken by the SlillSCiln rna,'hine are 
acqu ircd. 'lllC preliminary image pn.oce,sing ,md geometric correction'> needed before using 
these images in the final fan to parallel hcJm CunverSlon ;s also discus>ed. 
4.1.1 ""quir ing Scans 
For the di '>tort1On ,'orrec[ion mdhod pre,;.,nted rn,re, mu IIi pie fan beam scans at different angles 
are combined mlO a single parallel beam scan. Thus a decision must be made as to how many 
>Ciln~ ilre "uflkienl for iln il<xeptable rccon.'lnldion. 
Each set uf scan'> is dpne al one degre~ increment, wrlh the starl ing and ending angl~ deter-
mined by the width of the ohject and i L~ horimn(al pm;lion on tll<e lable. Care muSI Ix: takenlD 
completely include the object bei ng scanned wi t hi n lir e beilm wi d(1r of tire X -ray. 
With the multiple scan, we are atlempting ID have 'parallel' informalioo covering (he whole 
object. This can be seen if we imagine that the detector is fixed and the x-ray ,>ouree Ciln mtille 
freely above rl. Because of Ihe nature of Ihe diverging fan beam of x-rays. for each scan some 
of these rays will strike the detector at !III" . 
0 • •• 01", 
figure 27: '/l.losl parallel' rays from each angular increment. 
It is no. required 10 h,I"e il parallel ray strike the detec(or [or every se,'liun o[the ohjeel being 
imaged. Thilt would require an unfeasihle nurnr..,r of scans and would ~XpIlSC any pat;"!llS 10 
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unacc~plable amount, of radiatiol1. Im.tead it i, sunici~nt lo l~k e ,C~I1S at 'Mle d~gr~e rol~1 ional 
incrcments that provide parallel information from one edge of toc object to the O!h~r, 
0,,,.,.,,,,, 
Figure 21\: Object wi<lth <lelenninm, fan-oil! an.[!le of x-ray beam. 
11Je ~i~e of (he ol1j~c l heing ,canned d~l~mline~ (he f<In-'lUl ~ngle of the x-r<ly fun lJc<Irn al1<l 
frum this tbc angular range of ~cans needed to provide p~rallel information from edge 10 edg~. 
For e,ample. if tbc objcct width means thal the fan-out angle is 20" lhen you would requir~ ~ 
set of SCanS covering from -20" to +20" from the central sean of the ohject. This would enSUr~ 
par<lllcl x-ray informution fOl" the elll ire width of thc obj<.'ct lx'illg scanned, 
l'igufe 29: Maximum" idth of obj~et with <I 20 ' fun-oul <lngl ~ 
Once Ihese sc~n' h~,~ l1een acyuire<llhcy fin;t havc 10 h<.' aligncd rdativc to each otllcr before 
the distortion cOITcriion algorithm Can be applied. Thi~ is due to the StatScan ma~hine's e-
arm not starting and stopping al (he same linear position for ca~h scan at dirrer~nt TOwl;onal 
position" While i( po,:;e,sc, \"Cry accurate po,ition sensing b(,lh linearl)' ~nd rolutinnally. il 
W<l, not (ksign~d with lhe need In ac~uratel)' r~pe~t <I ,erie, of sc~n' frorn the exact S<lnl<.' 
poSilion, e\'~ry tim~. Thu, when positioning (be ~-uml lhere is <I tendency to o,ershoot the 
marl. 
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4.1.2 Preliminary Image Processing 
Certain preliminary image processing stages are needed before the scans from the StatScan 
machine can be used to create a distortion free image (de Villiers [1999a]). 
• Vertical Alignment: All of the x-ray images must first be aligned in the scanning direc-
tion. The machine has a very accurate linear positional sensor but does not always start 
scanning at the specified position. A marker was used to define the start position of all 
images. This marker is detected by the software and used to align the images without 
the need for more complex image registration techniques. This is done using basic edge 
detection. A general range is defined to search for the marker within the image. The soft-
ware finds the point of discontinuity where the image intensity changes from background 
to the beginning of the marker. This position is then set as the top of the image. 
• Background Removal: The table which supports all scanned objects is designed to be 
as transparent to x-rays as possible while still retaining sufficient strength. It is approxi-
mately uniform in the scanning direction and thus subtracting an expected amount from 
all rows in the image is a simple task. The profile of the table is built by taking an average 
of the rows in the image where only the table is present. This is useful for an extension to 
the distortion correction procedure (see Chapter 5) which involves a partial back projec-
tion and where the table could introduce unwanted noise into the reconstructed image. 
• Horizontal Binning: It may be necessary to create a lower resolution data set for testing 
purposes. This can be done by reducing the horizontal resolution of the images. This can 
help to speed up the processing stages of the distortion correction algorithm. 
4.1.3 Off Center Correction 
The mechanical center of rotation of the StatScan machines c-arm does not fall on the mid-line 
of the fan beam of x-rays radiating from its x-ray source (figure 30). For calculation purposes, 
the ideal fan beam geometry occurs when the mid line of the fan beam passes through this 
center of rotation and the distance from the source to the center of rotation is equal to the 
distance from the center of rotation to the detector (Crawford et al. [1988]). 
The images taken by the StatScan machine must be corrected to compensate for the physical 
geometry of the machine's source-detector pair (de Villiers [20031) (the c-arm seen in figure 
26). If this is not changed then all subsequent calculations are unnecessarily complicated. 
A reprojection of the x-ray data onto a new virtual detector is created. This virtual detector 
plane has the mid line of the fan beam of x-rays passing through the physical center of rotation 
of the system (figure 31). 
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Figure 30: Mechanical center of rotation rdalive to S\a\Sl'an machmes ,. ,UfCC and detector pair 
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Figure 3 1: Original dele,tor axis vs reprojected detector tktector ax ,s 
For rontinuous projection axe, f' and ('pl",-,m" the projection values are pre'erved such [hal 
where 
J5 
(7) 
(RI 
(9) 
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( I 0) 
How~v~ the projection a,e, ~re nO! eontiJluous and so III the practical implcmelllationlinear 
interpol~tion is u,,~d for the discrete ~a~e: 
On the physical detector axis di>efetc measun:mcllls arc limittXl by the size of Ihe CCO devices 
and lhe properties of the >eimillator runy (which convens the x-my, to visihle light). The 
CCD', ~re 60um and (when the StatScan collimator is fully open) provide a maximum of 58110 
d~ments alon~ the detector bank. Spatial resolution is se ledable from 1.6 to 4.1 l in~ pairs 
per millimeter depending on the binning mte of the detector. A high~r resolution image also 
i "tmduces a larger anM)unt of noi s ~ imo the tinal image. 
The physical lIl<:usuremcnts riJ", . dcm. ~nd doff can h~ ohtained h) laking of ,.cuns of a ref~r~nc~ 
object from a mnge of angles and comhining marking; on the ohjed with their visible rroje~­
tions in the image. These measurements weIT made by r>.lauieu de Villiers 011 the St~tScan 
machine used in this research de Villiers L 2000a J. From these values all others can be derived: 
d 
'
''') I - ') ',1 " ) -1'12'1 len = ~~. mm, f ,-,en - .. J •• >0r",,,, ("il - " . . In"' . 
Knowing the physical detedor s iz~ i, 60unl and th~ binning ruk for th~ imug~, ~llows us to 
convert the,e n"l<:asurements into pixel di stances: 
( II) 
FigufC 32: Original ,cun I~ken b)' StalSc~n rnachin~ 
In figure 32 we can s~e an oflgm~1 scan taken by the SlatScan rnachin~_ 
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Figure 33: Center of rotation correl1ed im~ge 
In figure 33 we can see the 'arne 'can ooce II has been corrected for the otT ccnter of rot~tion . 
Thi, i:; equiv~lent to a shift of tbe da t ~ hori/0fllatl~'. Thi, i, repeated for every scan taken at 
every angle. 
This com:ctcd projection data can oow be used in the ne:<.:t ph~'e of the di,tortion correction 
method, namely converting from fan beam d~t~ ro parallel be~nl data. 
4.2 Fan to Parallel Beam Comersion 
This section show:; )1(""" the corre~ted StatScan image, ha~e their fan t>cam data rebinned into 
parallel beam data, Once the d~ta has been ,'(HTeCted for the orr center ot· rotation it i~ then 
suitable for conversion w p~(al1el he~rn dat~. This is accmnpll';hed hy referring the fan beam 
projection axi ~ to a /ICW projection a:<.:is which passe' through the center of rolalion. From thi, 
the data is rebinned into a virtual parallel beam a:<.:i, using infonnation I' Win multiple fan beam 
,cam" 
4.2.1 Fan Bellm Rebinning 
A common x-r~y beam geometry i, that of a fan beam, Thi, causes distortion in the direction 
of the spre~d of lhe he~m. An ideal beam geometry for the pllrposes of mea<uremcnt would oc 
thal of a par~ llel beam.>. -ray (K~k ~nd Sl~ne~' [ t 9HH I)· 
So, froElL til'ure 34 we call <cc thai in onlcr to create OUf parallel beam projection a.>.i, 1'1 , il 
would be useful to tirst refer our origin~1 fan be~m projection axis I' to a virtual fan beam axis 
ri which pas.,e, through the center of rOlal ion. We a%l1!lIe equal projection ~allies at any point 
on the ;ue, inlcr,edeu by the ,arne ~-ray, i.e 
(12) 
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X-ray sourc .. 
, 
~ ,~\ 
'-' j r , 
cp \ \ 
\ ' 
de;· P"''''' 
Paralie' beam 
proJeGlIOO ax,s 
Fa~ t>eam 
p' prOject.,n axis 
referred to center 
01 rolalioo 
"'----~p 
F~n t>e~m 
prOjilctoon axis 
Figure 34: Parallel beam rehinning 
We can see that we can ex t.ract our p'-!rallel neam pro~etioo data from the fan beam data. In 
order tn create nne p'-!r~llel neam image al angle ("I, w~ n~ed multiple fan beam images at 
different angles of Q. TIlen we can llSe t.he fo llowing equations to extract the parallel data. 
_1 P 
-r=lau --
icc" 
(13) 
( l4J 
( 15) 
(16) 
Thu~ fmm multiple fan-ocam scan,. a single equ ivalenl p'-!rallcl beam SCJn ill Jngle 0,1 can be 
created. 
4.2.2 Crt'llling Sinogrlllll From A,,,ilabl,, Suns 
A ,inogTam is a repre,enlalinn ofprojeclion d'-!l a oyer an angular range. W~ take lhe mulliple 
I;ln beam ';Cam, fmm the SlalScan machine and combine their information into mUltiple sinn-
gmm~, one <;inogram [01' each line in our image. It is onthcse sioograms tbat we wi ll perfoml 
the fan to parallel hcam COIlv~r.,ion u<;ing the equat ion, ddillCd in tile pre""',,> chapier, 
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figure 35: Knee at 2 ocgrees 
Figure 36: Knee at 20 degr",,-, 
Figure 37: Sioogram COllSITIlcted [rom knee scan, with line, at ~OfTesponding: angle, high-
lighted. 
From 11li, 1he fan beam ,inogram dala i> fcbinned into parallel beam sinogr~m d~l~. Thi, new 
sil1O'~ram can be ,e"n ill Figure 38. 
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Figuw 3R: R~b inn~u 'inogr,,,,, d"ia with selectcd angle for final image. 
from this we ,d~cl the ~ngulilr view tbat we wish to have pm-allel information on :mu U'" it to 
consiruci " line in OUI' hna l p<lf~ l lcl ocmn im~ge Ifigur~ 39. Tili, proce" is repeutcd for e\'ery 
l ine in lbe imagc being rCCOrlslmctcd. 
Figure 39: Parallel hcam correded imJge wi lh line from correcled ,ioogram highlighted. 
4.3 Scale Correction 
In thi.I _, CCI ion Ih~ final pmces_, of l.ak ing meJsurements from our conceled i magc); i_I di,cussed. 
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4.3.1 Scale Correction 
Once the fan beam projection data has been rebinned into parallel beam data, measurements 
can be taken directly from the image data. However the pixel distance measurements must 
be corrected for based on the binning rate of the image in order to get real world distances. 
Knowing that the CCD sensor size is 60um and the binning rate allows us to use the following, 
Pixel Distance x (Detector Size x Binning Rate) = Corrected Measurement (17) 
Using this measurements can be taken directly from the corrected images. 
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5 Reducing Scans Using Back Projection 
III this chapter a method for reducing the n:quircd IlUlll!xr of s('allS for a distortioll corrected 
image is inlrodu<:~d. 
5. 1 Limited And Sparse Angle Tomograph} 
If We c(~lsiuer the process of produ<:i Ilg a dis.!.ortioll corrected x· ray imag" w" <:all S<."C that the 
basic stages are: 
• Acquir~ '<.<IllS at ooc degree increments 
• Comet for St~tScall geometry 
• Rebill fall ocam informatiotl into parallel ocam information 
• Us<: paralld ocam mformation to bllild corrected imnge 
This woos well wh~n suflici~llt illllia l SC~IlS h"Ve hc~n taken. However if scans w"n: t"hn 
every 2" and the same corn:Clion proc~dur" appli~d th~" the tinal result LS scen in Figure 40. 
Figure 40: Vistol"tioo corrected image u,ing 'cans with ZO 'p;Jcing. 
Here large gaps can he s.cen in the ('orrected image. This i, dlIC to mis-ing inform~tion in th" 
~inogram from which thi~ imag~ IS r"collstru('leu. \Vhat LS Ileeded "a method to till in those 
gaps [0 allow for;J proper reconstruction. If We consider the problem of recom.U1Jeti rig a slice of 
a h~ad phantom using 'pan;,; ;Jllgk; tomography and fih"reu back projectioll we ('an sec thaI 'We 
tlo nol oc~d a ""an at evcr)' allgle to pmuuce a good YlLality final image. Mis,ing information 
i, ti lieU in through th~ I ayenng anti snICaring process of (I->;: back projection. 
Consider our head phantom anu the sinogram produced by laking evenly spaceu scans at T 
illt~rvals. 
Now we ><,e tlJc resuit of bad. projecting tIllS sinogram (0 attempt to produce (he original m.ad 
phantom 
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(a) Orig1l1al h"OOI""1I1w", (h) Sinog-ra1l1 0"," 180 Jegr~", with 2 degree 
"eppillg 
Figure 41: Using lillered ha<:k projeciiOll wilh "p~= ~ngle tOIlMlgraphy 
Figure 42: R«eon,truciiOil of original head phantom using sparse angle back proj«el ion. 
But what would the ,;ioogram of this recOilstructcd image look like compared 10 the full sino-
gram data of the original head phantom"! 
(a) Orik~nal ,inogram or he,," phanuln' 
Figure 43: Comp~rison of sillogrilill d~t~ of original head ph~ntom v, sinogwm dat~ from the 
rec<m,lruc lion 
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From this we can see that the back projection process has fi1\ed in the blanks present the sino-
gram in Figure 41. We can accomplish a similar smoothing of the sinogram data without 
needing a full slice reconstruction. 
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6 Implementation 
In this chapter the implementation of the distortion correction method is discussed. A flowchart 
(Figure 44) of the different stages of processing a LODOX image is presented as reference. 
6.1 Capture Data 
Capturing data using the LODOX StatScan machine is an entirely manual process. An initial 
exploratory scan is performed to determine the power and binning required to produce accept-
able image quality. This also helps to determine how many scans will be required to produce 
a corrected final image. The C-Arm rotation must be set manually for each scan. Time must 
be allowed for the StatScan machine to cool down between each series of scans to prevent the 
x-ray tube from overheating. Each image must then be exported individually from the local 
format to the Dicom image format. These can then be manipulated by Matlab (the language in 
which the bulk of the processing is performed). 
6.2 Image Preprocessing 
With the x-rays exported into Dicom images some preliminary processing must be done to 
compensate for some problems with the StatScan machine. The images must be vertically 
aligned as the C-Arm does not begin scanning from exactly the same point every time. This is 
performed using simple edge detection on the x-ray image with some suitable dense object (a 
pin or metal ruler) providing a reference. 
6.2.1 Off Centre Correction 
After the images are aligned they are now suitable for the off centre correction. However in 
practice, and to reduce errors from multiple linear interpolations, this stage and the rebinning 
stage are performed at the same time. 
6.3 Convert To Parallel 
This is where each fan beam x-ray has its data rebinned into an equivalent parallel beam image. 
This is performed by, for each line of the multiple fan beam x-rays, constructing a sinogram. 
This then is suitable for the rebinning equations discussed in Chapter 4. However in practice 
this stage is combined with the off centre correction to save on processing time and reduce 
errors from rounding (Press [1999]). 
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Capture Data 
FINISHED 
··················1~ __ O_ff_-_C_e_n_t_re_c_o_rr_e_c_t_io_n __ -, 
.................. { For Each Line of Image) 
~ 
Create Sinogram From 
Available Scans 
Reproject Sinogram Data From 
Fan To Parallel Axis 
From Corrected Sinogram 
Data' Select Angular View 
.................. J Smoothing Using Back ) 1 Projection Method 
'----------------------' 
Project Partialy Reconstructed 
Image To Smooth Original Data 
Figure 44: Flowchart of Implementation Steps. 
We can see from Figure 31 and 34 that the reprojected detector axis created by our off centre 
correction is equivalent to our fan beam projection axis used in the rebinning. Through this 
we can refer our original values on our physical detector axis to our final result on the parallel 
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deen 
d'en 
'f 
Physical 
Detector Axis 
'\ 
,I, , 
til \ 
\\ \ 
\ 
t'en 
, 
, 
, 
\ 
, 
\ 
I, Center of \ 
~\ Rotation \ \ 
P ..... 
":i,~"'_c==c:>c:>,==-==~'i"'c=,,,== --
,,==c:>' ==_ == "== c==' ==, ==,== c ==' -- -
Reprojected Pphys;car 
Detector Axis 
(a) Referring the original scan axis to a new one to com-
pensate for the offset centre of rotation 
Parallel !:>eam 
projection axis 
Fan beam 
projection axis 
referred to center 
of rotation 
(b) Centre of rotation corrected axis being rebinned into parallel beam axis 
Figure 45: Centre of rotation correction and image rebinning. 
beam projection axis. 
Thus if 
- t t, (t -1 (PPhYSical) - ~ ) P - len an an d 'f'oJj 
len 
and 
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I teen p =p-
t len 
and 
pll = pi COS, 
then 
PII = t cos 'V tan (tan -1 (PPhYSieai) _ J-. ) een I d '{'off· 
len 
(18) 
This allows us to only have one processing stage and eliminate some unneeded linear interpo-
lation. Using this formula the corrected image is built up from multiple fan beam x-rays. 
6.4 Image Postprocessing 
Because we may have been limited in the number of scans we could take, or having some of 
the scans turn out to be unusable, it may be necessary to perform post processing on the final 
corrected image. This is performed by smoothing using partial back projection methods to 
reduce the noise in the final image. 
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7 Results 
In thi~ chapter variou~ results are dis<:us>Cd. Til<'sc demonstrat~ the ~ccur~ey of the distortion 
correction method a~ well a~ their application to live patients. 
7.1 Calibrated Metal Blocks 
This section demf1flstratcs how a<:cnratc measllrcm~nts C,1n l><' tak~n one~ the image has ocen 
""binn~d and the horizontal scale of the imagcs is adjnsted for according to the binning rat~ of 
th", imag~s. 
These x-ray~ were takcn of a<:cnratcly machin",d m~tal blocks with ~ 2~mm X 2~mm base. 
Figurc 46: X-ray imag~ of calibnJ(cd m~tal blocb taken at (Y' rOlation 
Multiple x-rays of thest' blocks 'In: taken ~nd then combined to ji)[m an undistortcd image at 
the same angnlar vicw. 
Delectw Width 
Fig ll "" 47: C-OIToXted lmage of c~l i brated metal blocks at (J" rolalion 
~ote how thc blocks ~l'" less strdehed horizontally than III toc original imaf!.c. Processing time 
for 20 x-rays ovn 500 vcnical lOw ~ with a horizontal resolutioll of 573<) was applOxim~tdy 2 
milllll~s ~nd 21 se<:onds_ 
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I Original IJrror(mm) I Error('k) Corrected I Error( mill) I E.rror(~!J 
.. , 
A 34.44 9...14 37.76 
~ 
B .11.R 6.R 27.2 26.4 lA 5.6 
CJ 29.88 4.88 19.52 25.6 O.H l.2 
~L 28.f>iI 3.6H 14.72 26.52 1.52 6.0H . 30.12 5.12 20.48 25.08 0.08 0.32 
, . .. _._ ... 
Tahle I: Mea,uren",nts of calihrated hloch 
The measurements in table I show clearly the improvements possible with the distoniOll cor-
rection method. In the original scan we can SIX' how the hlocks (with D in the center of the 
table) become more distorted as they move away from the centre of the table. The further from 
the eentre they are the larger the distortion from the beam sprcad in the width of the table. 
In Ihe con-ected illl~ge we see Ih"t insufficient d ... ~ w~, ~vailable 10 con-eel for block A ~t thi, 
angle. However mea>urelllents of the remaining block8 , hows th~ 1 lheir diWlTtion dt>e, nOl 
increa>c with lheir dislilTlCe fmm the he~nl:;' cen t.re ~nd Ih~t their me~suremenl S much more 
closely rescn lbJcs the expected 25nml of the original blocks. 
Of illle"',( is the fae( (hat in both sets of scans (he heigh( of the blocks rcmains the same. This 
i, expected as the StatScan mochine i~ OCc lirnte in the scanning direc(ion (table length) and only 
distort:; in the lable width ~~is. 
7.2 Cadal"Cr Study 
This shows how detail is preserved and an example of how positional errors are correc1ed fOf". 
Figure 48: Ca.:l~ver knee at 2" 
The corrected knee shows how errors of placcmem of intcrnal features are corrected for. The 
fibu la highlighted by the circle can be Seen In l(S true position relative to (he tibia in the corrected 
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hgurc 49: Cadaver knee ~t cr 
Kote how the other leg could not he corrected for a~ scans could not be takcn from 0 to ncgative 
r()(miolls due to limitmiolls of the c-~nn of the IDOOX machin~_ This m~ans that not cnough 
parallel infonnmion ex ists for the other leg to be dhp1ay~d in thi~ view. Proce,sing timc for 
30 x-rays OVCI' 512 venieal rows with a horilolltal re~olution of 1435 WJs approximately 41 
seconds. 
7.3 Lh-e Patient Stlld~' 
This show, how movement during the ,can can compromise the tinalllllagc quality by intro-
ducing l~rge discontinuities. Thi~ is obviously in contra,tto the cadaver study. 
Figure 50: Live patient, knee at ()" 
When we tl)' to c0I11bine multiple im~ge~ we can see \;Irge discontinuities appear due to the 
p~tients leg h~ving ,hiftcd tll1ling the 'canning proce,,_ This is due in part to the time takcn 
to aC'luire th" IIC"''''d data for a full reconstruction. It takes approximately 13 seconds for a 
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be imaged. Tlle C-arm then hal> to be rDlated arid re~itioned horiwntally ror the next <;et 
of SCam. During this time it beCOllle' increasingly likely thai Ihe patient will have moved. 
either him~lf 01" through the table being rocked by the motioo of the scanning 'Iml. While it 
i., p08sihJt, to mmpensate for any purely vertical or horizontal movement of the patient. any 
rotation cannot 80 ea"ly he wJjus.tcd for. 
As an example. if the patients leg rotate8 hy 1" in Ihe same diredion a, the C-arm is heing 
rotated. from the >canllCrs point of view the leg will not have turned and it would be eyui,alenl 
to having made two scans at the original orientation. Thus, when using the,e 8cans to produce 
the finallll1age you "'Oldd h~ expecting a seri~s ofsucc~,,<ivc rotations that followed W ,1" ,2" 
,3" .etc but duc to the leg having turned you might have an etfective series of rotations of 0" ,1" 
,1" ,3" , elc. 
The compensation for this could be achieved through a :;cries of marker.:; llial would allow pose 
estimation of the ,uhjcct in each <,Can from which the lcg8 orientation could be calculated and 
adju,tcd for. Until this i, achieved it is hcstto take as few scan" of the 81nallest relevant area 
as yuiddy a~ p',~sible to ",duee toc risk of the patient having moved. 
1 
l 
Figure ~ 1: COTTed~d image or liv~ patients knee at ()" 
The8e diSCOniinuitie, are especially ,;sible at the ~dg~, or the bones and in th~ metal pins 
inserted into his kllCC. Thus we can see the the palient needs to be fully immo!">ili",d during 
'-"anning or the procedure l~ed, to he 8ignificanlly sp<:d up. The scale of till> image is 5pixds 
to I mm. Proc~ssing lime for 3D x-rays over 931 vertical row, with a horizontal r~wlution or 
2M5 WaS appmximafcly 2 mllllllC~ and 9 >cconds. 
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8 Conclusions 
It was successfully shown that an undistorted x-ray image could be obtained from scans taken 
by the LODOX StatScan machine. A Software system was developed and implemented, pri-
marily in Matlab, that took as input mUltiple StatScan x-ray images and produced as output a 
single undistorted x-ray image suitable for diagnosis. 
The new image is geometrically accurate in both the beam width and scanning direction. This 
was shown using a test performed with calibrated metal blocks and comparing the measure-
ments in the undistorted image with their known dimensions. 
The distortion correction implementation is sufficiently fast to be used in diagnosis. The image 
processing is performed offline with corrected images available in minutes. 
Limitations of the system were exposed during a trial on a live patient. While vertical and hor-
izontal motions can be corrected for in the image preprocessing stages, rotational movement of 
the object under study cannot. Uncorrected, this causes visible and undesirable discontinuities 
in the final image that make it impossible to use for diagnostic purposes. 
The problem is that the scanner has no way to know the orientation of the patient. If the patient 
turns in sync with the rotation of the C-arm, to the scanner it would appear as if the patient is 
not moving at all. Then for every scan there may be some extra positive or negative rotation 
that may have been introduced by the patients movement. When trying to correct the final scan 
without knowing absolutely what angle each scan was taken at, shearing errors are created as 
the wrong parallel information is used to create the final reconstructed image. 
The distortion correction method presented here is suitable for use on areas which can be com-
pletely immobilised. It is not suitable for the correction of areas containing constant motion 
such as the chest or internal organs. 
The targets of this thesis were met successfully and to the satisfaction of those concerned. 
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9 Recommendations And Future Work 
A method for compensating for the rotational movement of limbs needs to be developed before 
this can be used on live patients. This could possibly be done using a system of fixed markers 
which would identify the limbs position in space in each x-ray image. 
The StatScan machine needs to be able to automatically handle multiple scans at different an-
gles. The current manual procedure is laborious and time consuming. This is undesirable espe-
cially with a live patient as it detracts from patient comfort and increases the risk of movement 
artifacts being introduced into the final image. 
For further increases in processing speed the system could be implemented to take advantage 
of mUltiple processing units as it is highly parallel in nature. There would be a near linear speed 
increase for every additional processor used in the calculations. 
To reduce x-ray exposure even further a mechanical system could be integrated into the StatScans 
collimator that would only illuminate the area of interest with x-rays for each scan. 
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